Telling our story

Equality and diversity at the BBC 2011

“Representing this country and its many communities in all their
diversity is one of our bigger challenges but we have made some
solid achievements this last year and I’m proud to present them
to you here, not only as Director-General but as Chair of the
Creative Diversity Network.”
Mark Thompson
Director-General
January 2012
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Executive summary

We are proud to present the first report of its kind by the BBC on equality and diversity. Following
the publication of our Diversity Strategy, Everyone Has a Story in May 2011, the introduction of the
public sector equality duty and at the end of the BBC’s first year leading the Creative Diversity
Network (CDN), we are taking this moment to tell our story of the progress we have made this
year. From 2013 we will publish an annual report on equality and diversity to show how the BBC
is working to connect with and reflect all our audiences.
New responsibilities – we have spent the year equipping ourselves for new obligations under
the public sector equality duty which was introduced in April last year. We have prioritised work
with the most significance for equality and the organisation and have conducted equality analyses
to inform the outcomes. Examples include the BBC’s six-year strategy Delivering Quality First (DQF),
the procurement process for a £560million contract to collect the licence fee over the next ten
years and the development of state of the art broadcasting centres in Salford and London.
Reflecting the diversity of the UK – we collect diversity monitoring information from all
our employees on a voluntary basis. This year, we asked all our employees to voluntarily update
their employee monitoring information by completing an internal survey. We regularly review our
progress against our diversity targets at a corporate and divisional level and use this information to
support our activity through our divisional diversity action plans.
Getting closer to all audiences – a closer connection with audiences from all backgrounds
enhances our programming ensuring it remains relevant to, and reflects the whole audience. Just
a few examples include BBC Radio 1’s Big Conversation with listeners from all over the country in
London’s City Hall, English Regions’ dialogue with community radio across England and brand new
research for the wider industry on how we portray different ages.
Striking the right tone – based on research and engagement with our audiences, a strong
focus for us is to improve the authenticity of the way we portray diverse audiences. Leading the
CDN offers us significant opportunity to make further headway. Winning three Stonewall awards
highlighted examples of our drama, journalism and our factual programming and has encouraged
us to strive further. Projects to open up the industry to a greater diversity of talent will help us
strike a more authentic tone. These include the CDN’s Senior Mentoring Scheme, working with
Sound Women on a mentoring scheme for women in radio, PresentAble aimed at finding talented
disabled presenters and contributors, and Cineast designed to uncover talented East and Southeast
Asian writers and performers.
Access for all – we know from research with disabled audiences that while we have a strong
record on providing accessible services, people’s expectations of us are high. Consequently we are
focused on addressing accessibility at the start of projects and processes whether that is in relation
to our buildings and studios, our technology systems and services, editorial policy and complaints, or
our programmes and access services for our staff. The Chief Financial Officer is the BBC’s Disability
Equality Champion and leads BBC Access, a top level corporate forum which will provide leadership
in making progress.
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Diverse and inclusive employment – we recognise that new ideas, ground-breaking
technology and programmes that push creative boundaries happen when you have a diverse team
of people who each contribute new and different ways of thinking. This year we have delivered
a range of corporate and divisional work to help maintain momentum in the delivery of our
employment-related equality commitments during changing times.
We have been building knowledge and understanding of unconscious bias and its effects in the
workplace through our Diversity: Out of the Box online module and developing recruitment and
selection skills for production staff through the Fair Selection Presenters course. The BBC Careers
website, the window to our organisation, has been reinvigorated and is more reflective of our
values, our diversity and it has an AAA accessible rating. We have continued to build on our
successful diversity programmes such as Extend and the Journalism Trainee Scheme and have
developed new initiatives to meet gaps in our workforce including the Women in Technology event
held in Salford in September.
The BBC is proud of its Board level gender representation. As at 1 January 2012, 50% of BBC
Trustees and 42% of BBC Executive Board are female, this compares to 26% of the wider media
industry. Additionally social mobility has been a keen focus and our London 2012 Apprenticeship
and Work Experience schemes have been particularly successful in attracting and developing new
minority ethnic and other diverse talent from socially deprived areas of London.
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 ur new careers website
launched in May 2011
where potential candidates
can search and apply for
vacancies is AAA accessible.
Diversity and inclusion were
a central consideration for
its development in relation
to the imagery, language,
content and video subtitling.
2T
 he multimedia newsroom
at Television Centre.
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Introduction

In May 2011 the BBC responded to the requirements of the public sector equality duty under the
Equality Act 2010 and our other legal obligations by publishing the Everyone Has a Story: Diversity
Strategy 2011-2015. As well as meeting requirements under the Royal Charter and Agreement, the
strategy outlines our broader approach to equality and diversity as a public service broadcaster and
introduced the BBC’s strategic equality and diversity objectives for the next four years:
• advance equal opportunities to diversify and develop our workforce at all levels to better reflect
our audiences
• deliver high quality programming which reflects modern Britain accurately and authentically
• connect with our audiences, including our underserved audiences, to inform the quality and
direction of our content
• building in accessibility from the start when developing new products and services, and ensuring
sustainable and ongoing accessibility
• achieve systematic and consistent consideration of equality and diversity within BBC planning and
review processes, and meet our public purposes and duties
Our strategy was heavily informed by the views of our audiences and our employees. For the first
time we commissioned a piece of audience research and a consultation with the public and our staff
which was focused on diversity. We sought to understand people’s expectations of us in this area
and we wanted to know their views on the proposed priorities we had set ourselves (detailed in our
strategy as our ‘strategic equality and diversity objectives’). Reports outlining the findings of both the
research and consultation can be found here.
This report provides an update on our progress against the Diversity Strategy, our strategic equality
and diversity objectives as well as meeting the BBC’s Royal Charter and Agreement obligations
(Clauses 83 and 85) to report annually to the BBC Trust on the BBC’s arrangements to promote
equality of opportunity in employment.
The BBC’s Royal Charter and Agreement can be found here.
We also take this opportunity to demonstrate the framework we use to review the effectiveness
of our arrangements to promote equality of opportunity and deliver on our strategic equality and
diversity objectives as well as highlighting how we communicate to all our staff what arrangements
are in place.
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Delivering on diversity at the BBC

Diversity framework
We deliver on our Diversity Strategy corporately and via a divisional level framework. The BBC’s
Diversity Centre provides specialist expertise and advice internally across all business functions
to support the integration of diversity into BBC policies and processes and plays a core role in
supporting and advising Executive and Divisional Boards.
Each BBC division has a senior level Diversity Champion who alongside the divisional diversity action
group drives the equality and diversity conversation locally. The division identifies their local equality
and diversity priorities under our strategic equality and diversity objectives and agrees a set of
specific and measurable actions to make progress against these priorities.
Every division creates their own annual diversity action plan outlining their equality and diversity
commitments. Progress against our diversity commitments is reported quarterly to the Diversity
Board (chaired by Mark Thompson, Director-General) and it monitors implementation and
outcomes. Reporting to wider senior managers on how we are ensuring we are giving due regard
across our relevant functions takes place on a regular basis. Examples of this information are set
out in our supporting equality information. All divisional diversity action plans are annually reviewed
during February and March in line with the financial and business planning year and are then
published on the BBC’s diversity website here.
Additionally, we have specific performance measurement activity for disability and access as set out
in our equality objectives on pages 36 and 37. BBC Access, chaired by the Chief Financial Officer
who acts as the corporate Disability Equality Champion, drives progress in relation to access issues
including internal and external facing technology and workplace.
Employment policy
We outline our clear commitment to equality of opportunity and diversity in our Equal
Opportunities and Diversity statement. This statement is openly available to all our staff on the
employment policy pages of the BBC intranet and is also hosted on our external diversity website
for public information and can be accessed here.
Our broader employment policies and benefits enable flexibility and choice for all employees,
thereby advancing equality of opportunity and eliminating unlawful discrimination. Employees can
benefit from enhanced part-time and flexible working practices, paid and unpaid parental leave,
adoption leave and the option to buy and sell holiday. 2011 also saw the adoption of a 26-week
paternity leave option for employees in line with the new paternity leave provisions. These are
published on our internal intranet site Gateway and many are publicly available on the BBC website
and the BECTU website.
Internal context
Underpinned by audience consultation and engagement, our five editorial priorities are:
• the best journalism in the world
• ambitious original British drama and comedy
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• inspiration and commitment in the fields of knowledge, music and culture
• outstanding services for children
• events that bring communities and the nation together
In December 2010 the BBC agreed a new six year licence fee settlement, freezing the licence fee for
the rest of the licence fee period to 2017. This represents an overall 20% reduction over the next six
years in BBC potential spend.
The DQF programme is the BBC’s corporate response to delivering on its editorial priorities in
light of the licence fee settlement and 20% reductions in the next six years. This large scale change
programme is designed to fundamentally change the shape and scale of the BBC in the coming six
years to make it fit for the future in an increasingly competitive market.
In these challenging times, the consideration of equality and diversity becomes even more important.
Strong reach and share, high quality programming and high audience appreciation across all our
output, TV, radio and online, are essential to the continued success of the BBC. Diversity is a creative
opportunity that enhances the BBC’s originality and distinctiveness and drives innovation.
External context
Throughout 2011, we have continued to meet our equality and diversity legal obligations. We
have been working proactively to ensure compliance and demonstrate our clear commitment to
advancing equality and promoting diversity through outcome focused action.
The public sector equality duty under the Equality Act 2010 requires the BBC in the exercise of all
of its functions except those relating to a content service1, to have due regard to the need to:
• eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation
• advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and those
who do not
• foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who
do not
The public sector equality duty applies to BBC functions operating within England, Wales
and Scotland2 except those relating to the provision of a content service as defined in the
Communications Act 2003, section 32(7). The Government’s intention in not applying the duty to
content related activities is to ensure the BBC does not compromise its editorial independence.
The BBC’s view is that the duty does not apply to activities such as commissioning, production,
editorial policy and scheduling.
1A
 s defined in section 32(7) of the Communications Act 2003
2T
 he Equality Act 2010 forms part of the law of England and Wales; Scotland (except for section 190 and Part 15) and only the following
sections extend to Northern Ireland: section 82, section 105(3) and (4) and section 199. The Public Sector Equality duty, section 149, is
part of the law of England, Wales and Scotland but not Northern Ireland (nor the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands).
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Meeting our legislative responsibilities
Broad BBC policy on equality and diversity is driven not only by legislation but also by the BBC’s
Royal Charter requirements, our Diversity Strategy commitments and general best practice.
It therefore applies to all of the BBC’s nations and regions as one BBC.
Throughout 2011 we have continued to meet our obligations under the Equality Act 2010 by:
1. ensuring due regard is given to the development of strategies and policies under the DQF
strategy by conducting an equality analysis and ensuring the information gathered informs
their implementation and evaluation
2. sharing information with senior managers regularly on how we are giving due regard to equality
systematically across our functions. See our supporting information for more details
3. prioritising areas for action including large scale procurement and restructures and reorganisations
4. producing prioritised reviews of employment policies, process and guidance in order to assess any
gaps or barriers to protected groups
5. conducting equality analyses of organisational changes and acting on the findings
6. developing organisational capacity in relation to having due regard to the general duty, conducting
equality analyses and ensuring the information gathered informs decision making
7. further developing current mechanisms to engage staff in key employment and organisational
decision making
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1B
 BC Radio 1’s Big Weekend
took place in Carlisle in
2011. We engaged in our
most ambitious social
action campaign through a
major volunteering initiative
involving local residents in
a number of projects
in the area.
2 Everyone Has a Story: Diversity
Strategy 2011-2015 sets out
the BBC’s vision in advancing
equality and diversity.
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Communicating our legislative responsibilities
In 2011, we have worked proactively to raise awareness of the responsibilities and accountabilities
connected to the legislative requirements of the Equality Act 2010:
• senior managers and key Diversity Action groups received Equality Act 2010 briefings
• in partnership with Regulatory Legal an Equality Act 2010 briefing was provided to the
Employment Policy team
• Diversity Centre developed and delivered eight case study based workshops specifically designed
for HR staff on the Equality Act 2010. Additional workshops have been designed and delivered
specifically for our Resourcing and Recruitment teams
• an initial assessment of employment policies against the non-discrimination provisions of the
Equality Act 2010 has resulted in changes including updating the bullying and harassment
definitions, revising the redeployment, reorganisations and restructuring policies and guidelines
and undertaking to completely revise the Recruiting and Retaining Disabled Staff Guidance notes
• ongoing roll out of Equality Act 2010 briefings to Contract Managers for strategic procurement
contracts
• engagement with strategy colleagues through the development of the DQF proposals to ensure
due regard to equality and diversity through the process
• ongoing engagement with colleagues undertaking the Complaints Framework Review
Leading the industry
The BBC is proud to be leading the Creative Diversity Network (CDN) until the end of 2012. The
CDN is the industry partnership of the main broadcasters and various other media companies,
including those from the independent sector and it exists to promote diversity on and off air.
More information about the CDN, its membership and the work it is currently progressing can be
found here.
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 aising awareness internally about our new responsibilities under
the public sector equality duty has been a priority for us this year.
3 S tage Door entrance to London’s Television Centre which was
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Giving our account

Below we take in turn each of the strategic equality and diversity objectives as set out in our strategy
Everyone Has a Story: BBC Diversity Strategy 2011-2015 and chart the progress we’ve made against
each one.
We then take the opportunity to detail a set of actions linked to each of those objectives which both
makes clear our activity over the coming year and responds to the specific duty on us to set specific
and measurable equality objectives for compliance with the public sector equality duty.
Objective 1
Achieve systematic and consistent consideration of equality and diversity within BBC planning
and review processes
Making equality part of our decision making is a central driver of our Diversity Strategy. New
responsibilities under the public sector equality duty underline this commitment by requiring us
to give due regard to equality through the course of those activities which are not related to our
programming. At the same time, the BBC’s Royal Charter and its public purposes clearly require
BBC editorial content to reflect the diversity of the UK and this also shapes our work on diversity.
The scope of our business covered by the new equality duty is wider than the duties it replaced and
for the first time includes our strategic planning processes, procurement, facilities management and
employment practice. We have drawn up a prioritised action plan for equality analysis across our
business activity.
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1M
 eaningful consideration
of equality and diversity is
as relevant to the planning
and delivery of our content
as it is to the development
of our workforce.
2O
 ur mission to be the most
creative organisation in the
world is only enhanced by
our aspirations on diversity.
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Giving due regard to equality
We have begun to analyse what the effects of our planning and actions might be on equality which
helps us show how we are thinking about equality and acting on what we find. We have used
our own experience of equality impact assessments, and best practice from elsewhere to help
develop our approach to equality analysis. See our supporting equality information for our equality
analysis template.
We have prioritised the following relevant and strategic areas of work for equality analysis, which
have the most strategic significance for the organisation and potential impact on the equality duty.
These are:
• DQF – given its scale, scope and strategic significance we undertook a comprehensive equality
analysis of DQF as part of its development. While work to develop proposals relating to BBC
services was considered out of scope of the equality duty because it does not cover content,
aspects of that work were nevertheless highlighted where it was thought that there was
particular relevance to equality and diversity as part of the BBC’s broader commitment. As the
strategy develops further we will ensure that we conduct equality analyses of individual relevant
elements of the strategy as they are put into practice. The equality analysis can be found with our
supporting equality information.
• influencing those we do business with – we spend £700million a year through our
16 highest value contracts with outsourced providers delivering a range of services on the BBC’s
behalf. These contracts are secured and managed by a Strategic Relations Board (STaR Board).
An equality and diversity review is currently underway to raise awareness about the equality
duty with procurement professionals, and identify good practice and further steps we can take to
further equality through these relationships. Project Lion, the procurement process undertaken
this year for collecting the licence fee over the next ten years, made clear the equality and diversity
related requirements of the contract and incorporated them into the evaluation process, testing
each of the bidders in this area, alongside other contract requirements.
• responding to feedback – following the BBC Trust’s review of their governance
arrangements, we are working with the Trust to review our complaints system. We want to
make the process faster, simpler and easier for all audiences to use. The BBC Trust has also asked
the BBC to ensure that the accessibility of our complaints system – policy and process – is fully
considered as part of this review. An equality analysis is part of the review and will be used to
inform proposed improvements. Following feedback from the Trust, acting on behalf of audiences,
we will be updating the Production Handbook to ensure that programme makers and journalists
understand their responsibilities to make content in a way that includes and is accessible to
disabled people.
• considering equality when making decisions – the BBC Trust and its committees
consider diversity in its decision making where appropriate. The Executive presented their
equality analysis on the DQF proposals which demonstrated the consideration given to equality
and diversity by the BBC in the development of the proposals. In May, the Trust also received a
9
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report on the Executive’s arrangements for promoting equality in employment which included
recommendations that workforce diversity targets should remain duly challenging. This report is
available here. The Trust also carries out equality analyses on public consultations to ensure that
accessibility is fully considered from the outset in order to canvass the widest range of licence fee
payers’ views and that these are taken into account when reviewing BBC services.
An ongoing organisational commitment in our Diversity Strategy to incorporate equality into our
decision making has led to a whole series of improvements including in the following areas:
• building an accessible estate – the BBC has invested in a new broadcast site in Salford:
MediaCityUK, and in redeveloping and extensively extending Broadcasting House in London.
Significant work has been undertaken to ensure that these state of the art broadcasting facilities
are inclusive spaces for staff and the public including working with BBC Ability: the Disabled Staff
Forum to inform our approach.
• supporting the BBC to deliver overall, using the diversity framework – the
divisional diversity action plans enable divisions to interpret the BBC’s overarching corporate
objectives from a diversity perspective. Divisional diversity action plans can be found here.
• leading the Creative Diversity Network – until the end of 2012, the BBC is leading the
Creative Diversity Network (CDN), the industry partnership of the main broadcasters and
various other media companies working together to promote diversity on and off-air.
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1B
 y Spring 2012 more than
2,300 people will be based at
MediaCityUK.
2 EastEnders consistently strives
to reflect greater diversity
authentically with award
winning storylines highlighting
mental health, the love story
between Christian and Syed,
and the growing prominence
of the Masood family in
Albert Square.
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Highlights this year include engaging with the membership to set a five-year strategy for the CDN
with five clear priorities to focus on:
• making a persuasive business case for diversity for the broadcast industry
• promoting diverse talent and opening up opportunities and networks
• prioritising new aspects of diversity to widen the network’s scope
• raising the profile of the network and building stronger engagement across the industry
• focusing on delivery – maximising resources and supporting activity that makes a real difference
Objective 2
Connect with our audiences, including our underserved audiences, using different methods to
inform the quality and direction of our content
Core BBC values state that ‘Audiences are at the heart of everything we do’. Understanding which
services our audiences use, and which they value, is important information which influences decision
making across the corporation, from individual programme teams to the Executive Board.
Understanding our audiences
We conduct a number of regular surveys, which are published at the link below, to measure what
services audiences use and what they think of them. In particular we want to know what people
think about the quality, originality and distinctiveness of our programmes on TV, radio and online.
We collect demographic information where possible and appropriate to ensure the samples we
use reflect the make-up of the UK and that the data can be analysed by a variety of audience groups.
Our surveys routinely collect and analyse audience feedback on the following demographics; age,
gender, ethnicity, disability, religion/belief, sexual orientation, income, social group and nation and region.
Find out more about how we measure the size of our audiences and how they rate our
programmes here.
Deepening our understanding
To complement this regular feedback, we conduct in-depth audience research to extend our
understanding of people’s views and experiences through large scale questionnaires, focus groups
and workshops. We strive to widen the diversity of people we hear from and regularly conduct
research projects directly related to the diversity of our audience – for example:
• on age – in our role as chair of the CDN the BBC has commissioned wide ranging audience
research on how the industry portrays different ages. The research involved talking to audiences
and to professionals working in the industry. The findings will be shared with partner organisations
within the CDN and will be published in early 2012.
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• on sexual orientation – last year we conducted in-depth audience research and a public
consultation on how the BBC portrays lesbian, gay and bisexual (LGB) people. This year we have
raised awareness of the findings and the working group led by Tim Davie, Director of BBC Audio
& Music, is focused on the impact the findings are making to our programmes and our journalism.
Our efforts are not going unnoticed. The BBC won three Stonewall Awards in November 2011 –
more information can be found here.
• on UK nationality and region – research we conducted last year showed that the thing
which mattered most to our audience was the quality and accuracy of portrayal. The findings
highlighted the importance of using and representing actual locations, accents and cultural
references accurately, and showed that high quality programmes with accurate portrayal were
ratings winners. This work has informed our strategy to increase the amount of programmes
made outside London, including the development of a Portrayal Strategy and setting objectives
for commissioners and controllers. We are rooting programmes in particular locations, identifying
locations through programme title sequences and commentary, and, where budgets allow, taking
programmes around the country.
• on disability – innovative television research on audibility investigated the factors that make
dialogue in our programmes difficult for our audiences to hear. While this can be a common
problem for a large section of our audience, it is particularly the case for deaf and hard of
hearing people. We worked with other agencies including Action on Hearing Loss to understand
the issue and to identify solutions. We found that we can often pre-empt any problems by
planning for clear sound. We have developed a best practice guide for programme makers.
Guidance on the BBC’s Editorial Policy Guidelines on Hearing Impaired Audiences are
available here.
Using feedback from the audience to help decide our future
Audience research formed a critical part of the recent DQF strategy by informing senior managers
of how individual proposals would affect the audience overall. In addition, a key area of focus was to
estimate the impact of the proposals specifically on those audiences the BBC tends to underserve.
We know that Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic people, younger and middle aged women and men
from lower socio-economic groups in particular are less well served by the BBC. When conducting
the impact analysis of the DQF proposals, the potential effect on these less well-served groups was
examined in order to understand whether there would be any disproportionate impact on any of
these groups. The outcomes have been fed directly into the ongoing development of the strategy.
The BBC Trust commissioned qualitative audience research to inform its consideration of proposals
for the Asian Network. This involved in-depth focus groups and workshops with audiences from
the three main South Asian communities in the UK (British Indian, British Pakistani and British
Bangladeshi). Factors such as choice of venue, single gender groups for some communities, and
bi-lingual moderators for certain groups were all taken into account. Interviews with non-Asian
listeners to the station were also included in the research to capture the views of as many audiences
as possible.
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Working directly with our audience
We are part of a whole host of partnerships which benefit both the BBC and our staff, many of
which are focused on different aspects of diversity:
• Connect and Create – a partnership with ten voluntary sector organisations, many of which reflect
and are concerned with improving the life chances of people from diverse backgrounds3. BBC
staff lead production, leadership and mentoring projects with our community partners giving
them new skills and the chance to work directly with the audience. In 2010/11 a total of 439 BBC
staff took part in 110 bespoke projects bringing them together with over 2,000 members of our
audience.
• First Click – a major BBC campaign to address the proportion of older people in particular who
are not yet online. The campaign aims to reach over 100,000 people and encourage them to take
their first steps on the internet. The BBC has worked with libraries, UK online centres, Digital
Unite, Age UK, Post Offices and RaceOnline 2012 to promote the campaign and the courses
available for online beginners – visit here for more details. A related campaign Give an Hour
encourages everyone to dedicate an hour to help someone they know get online.
• School Report – every year, our School Report enables thousands of 11-16 year olds to become
journalists with the help of the BBC. Children and young people taking part choose the stories
and broadcast them for real in March. Over 400 BBC staff took part this year working with
teachers and students in schools up and down the country. Next year’s News Day is on 15 March
in Olympic Year where students will be reporting on the historic events taking place across the
UK – for more information click here.
• supporting our neighbours – we have built partnerships in those areas where we are a major
employer, in particular West London and Salford. 12,000 staff members are based at Television
Centre and the Media Village and 2,300 staff members are currently moving to Salford with more
to follow. Take Two brings together both locations through a partnership led by Hammersmith and
Fulham Education Business Partnership and the Salford Foundation enabling BBC staff to work
with 14-15 year olds to help improve their communication and employment skills.
• the BBC Singers – have been in partnership with Lewisham Council for the past 18 months.
On 7 November BBC Singers presented a community concert of World Music at the
Broadway Theatre Catford. The capacity audience totalled nearly 1,000 people from an untypical
demographic for a BBC Singers concert. The BBC Singers, who also performed with community
choirs which the group has been mentoring, performed a wide-ranging selection of music. The
relationship with Lewisham will continue up to and beyond the Cultural Olympiad. The Singers
partnership boroughs over the last two months, including Harrow and Westminster, have
regularly bought them into contact with diverse communities.

3 Age UK, Coram, Fairbridge, First Light, Groundwork, Media Trust, Samaritans, Shaw Trust, Street Games and Whizz-kidz.
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• BBC Trust representing licence fee payers – the Trust has a responsibility to connect with all
audiences, including those who are underserved, to help inform the strategic direction of the BBC.
During this reporting period, the Trust carried out three public consultations on their review of
the following services: BBC Radio 5 Live and BBC 5 Live Sports Extra, BBC News channel and
BBC Parliament. Respondents to these consultations tended to be older and were more likely to
be male, mirroring the audience age demographic for those services4. By making the consultations
as accessible as possible we were able to capture the views of disabled audiences who represented
15% of respondents to BBC Parliament and 14% of BBC News channel respondents although the
figure was lower for respondents to the consultation on BBC Radio 5 Live at 6%. Respondents
to these consultations were predominately white with between 3-4% of respondents from BME
backgrounds, mirroring the demographics of the audiences for these services. In September,
three further consultations were launched: on the ‘scope’ proposals under DQF and for the
service reviews of Asian Network and Local Radio. As discussed on page 12 the Trust’s research
to inform its consideration of proposals for the Asian Network involved in-depth focus groups
and workshops with audiences from the three main South Asian communities in the UK (British
Indian, British Pakistani and British Bangladeshi). Interviews with non-Asian listeners to the station
were also included in the research to capture the views of as many audiences as possible. Also, see
the equality analysis of the DQF proposals within our supporting equality information.
Working with our audience across the BBC
Just a few examples from the range of work different parts of the BBC are involved with:
• BBC Radio 1 worked with the Prince’s Trust, the British Youth Council and V-Inspired to bring
70 young people from across the UK to London’s City Hall on 13 September 2011 to discuss the
issues that matter most to them. As a result, BBC Radio 1’s social action campaigns for the next
year will be driven by the agenda set that day. BBC Radio 1 is also working hard with Hackney
Council, schools, colleges and other organisations in the borough preparing for the BBC’s biggest
ever free ticketed live music event, on Hackney Marshes on 23-24 June 2012, as part of the
London 2012 Festival. Find out more here.
• BBC Vision’s Creative Insight Project brings staff working in production, development and
commissioning together with members of the audience through workshops which directly inform
programme ideas. 18 sessions are planned across the year which can look at broad themes or
give programme teams the chance to look at more defined topics with audience members. BBC
Three in particular have used Creative Insight to explore a range of subjects, including the future
of documentaries on BBC Three and their drama Junior Doctors. Both Daytime and Drama will
also be taking part in workshops to look at ideas for further development.
• BBC English Regions work closely with community radio stations to enable access for community
radio to BBC programmes, facilities and skills. This partnership gives the BBC access to a wider set
of voices, wider reach of BBC programmes, development opportunities for BBC staff and new
4 46% of respondents to the BBC Parliament consultation were over 55, and for the BBC News channel 51% were over 55, with 25%
being over 65. The audiences also tend to be more male for all three of these services, but despite women being an underserved
audience for them, on average 20% of respondents to the consultations were female.
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talent on-air. For example, sharing promotional materials linked to the BBC’s First Click campaign,
designed to help more people get online, with community radio to help reach more people
affected – click here.
• BBC Wales ran a series of half day sessions during autumn 2011 with diverse communities titled
Have You Got News for Us? These workshops were designed to make contact with new sections
of local communities to give an insight into the BBC and build capacity within those communities
about the media.
• BBC Future Media conducted a piece of qualitative and quantitative research to help inform
how they reach their target of 65% of the online population using BBC Online every week. The
research included an Underserved Audiences Immersion Day which brought together members
of the online audience we are not currently reaching together with decision makers across the
range of online services to help them draw up clear action plans to widen the appeal of their
services, including people aged over 65 across the board and C2DE women over 25.
• the BBC is responsible for delivering the Switchover Help Scheme working to make sure that
no one is left with a blank screen after the switch to digital TV across the UK is completed in
2012. The BBC team responsible works hard to ensure that everyone eligible for the service
knows about it. For example, at one stage there were significant gaps in levels of awareness
about the help scheme based on ethnicity with BME audiences far less likely to know about digital
switchover and the Help Scheme. A strategy to improve knowledge of the Help Scheme among
BME communities has been in place as digital switchover has moved from TV region to TV region
and has been recently reviewed and updated in preparation for roll out in the London TV region
(early results are encouraging). Digital Switchover Help Scheme’s Diversity Action Plan setting out
their priorities can be found, alongside all BBC divisional Diversity Action Plans, here.
1
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1 L ady Gaga headlines BBC
Radio 1’s Big Weekend in
Carlisle this year
2T
 he BBC is responsible
for helping ensure no one
is left with a blank screen
after the switch to digital
television. The Switchover
Help Scheme offers advice to
disabled people and people
aged 75 and over including
delivery and installation of
easy to use digital equipment
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Objective 3
Delivering high quality programming which reflects modern Britain accurately and authentically
The public has high expectations of the BBC on diversity and want its portrayal of society to be as
fair and balanced as possible. Audience research consistently tells us that a key challenge is to improve
how we portray diversity within society in a way that feels real. Indeed a common set of findings has
emerged from the range of research projects we have conducted.
Inclusive, not niche portrayal
People from diverse backgrounds want to be properly represented in mainstream programming
that reflects the reality of contemporary society. We also know that people want this depiction
to feel everyday and natural. We recognise the impact of the media on public perceptions and the
potential for our services to bring people together. The breadth of our programming across our
channels, networks and platforms means we also have the ability to feature a diversity of lives as
contributors to our news programmes and documentaries, contestants on our quiz shows, and
characters in our dramas and in our comedy programmes.
Some recent examples where we have worked to ensure that we reflect a greater diversity
of experience across our mainstream include: 32 Brinkburn Street (BBC One), The Apprentice and
Young Apprentice (BBC One), Doctors (BBC One), The Archers (BBC Radio 4), Dragon’s Den (BBC
Two), EastEnders (BBC One), Escape to the Country (BBC Two), The Reith Lectures 2011(BBC Radio 4),
The Great British Bake-off (BBC Two), Pointless (BBC One), Silk (BBC One), The Hour (BBC Two),
The One Show (BBC One), 606 Football Phone-In (BBC Radio 5 Live), The Shadow Line (BBC Two),
Waking the Dead (BBC One), and Who Do You Think You Are? (BBC One).
Balance of incidental and overt portrayal
We want to reach a point where people are part of a story because of their character first and
foremost and not their identity, portraying their diversity incidentally. This is an important principle
for promoting greater diversity in our programming. That said, the variety of life experience also
offers us unmissable creative opportunities and enables audiences to see their own lives reflected
back to society at large.
Our documentaries, dramas and themed seasons give us real scope to achieve greater diversity in
our programming by using a better blend of both incidental and overt portrayal.
Some examples of our programming where diversity has been a key feature include: Luther (BBC
One), The Night Watch (BBC Two), No Triumph, No Tragedy (BBC Radio 4), Christopher and His Kind
(BBC Two) and Lip Service (BBC Three).
Bringing up Britain (BBC Three), Extraordinary Me (BBC Three), Mixed (BBC Two) and Reggae
Britannia (BBC Four), Out in the World (BBC Radio 3) and the upcoming Sex and Sexuality (BBC
Three) seasons are examples of where we have made a season of programmes on a theme
strongly connected to diversity.
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Authentic, not stereotypical portrayal
Our stories should contain characters that are well-rounded, three-dimensional and true to life,
not stereotypical and tokenistic. That is no less true for characters from diverse backgrounds and
yet sometimes we fall short. People have told us that when we get this wrong, the quality of our
programmes can really suffer, but that it can be magical when we get it right.
Our continuing dramas give us the most scope here because we can really develop a character
that audiences get to know and love. Examples include Casualty (BBC One), Doctors (BBC One),
Doctor Who (BBC One), EastEnders (BBC One) and E20 (BBC Three) and The Archers (BBC
Radio 4). Moreover, Casualty (BBC One), Holby (BBC One) and E20 (BBC Three) in particular
regularly reflect highly diverse regular and guest casts.
Too often some people feel that the only image they see of themselves is negative. Our duty to be
impartial is fundamental. We are unable to take a position on any issue and instead have to reflect
life as it is – which includes an increasingly diverse society across the UK. To achieve this we need to
tell a balance of stories about all our lives without presenting a one-sided view of any one of them.
Some examples of our programming which show we are making progress are: Life of Muhammad
(BBC Two), Love Me, Love My Face (BBC Three), So What if My Baby is Born Like Me? (BBC Three),
Small Teen, Bigger World (BBC Three), New Tricks (BBC One), Torchwood (BBC One) and Stonewall’s
Broadcast of the Year World’s Worst Place to be Gay (BBC Three).

1

2

3

1 The Shadow Line, BBC Two.
2 The Archers, BBC Radio 4.
3 Life of Muhammad, BBC Two.
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Achieving greater authenticity
We are taking a number of steps to address the authenticity of our portrayal and improve how we
portray people from diverse backgrounds. These include:
• PresentAble – disabled people currently make up less than 1% of the TV population compared
with 20% of the audience5. BBC Vision Commissioning and Production, the BBC Academy,
BBC Audio & Music and BBC North are working together to provide skills and training to up to
ten potential disabled presenters who bring a fresh voice and new perspective to mainstream
programmes for 2012. This programme offers tailored training and career development through
the Academy to help launch their careers as expert presenters and contributors.
• Cineast – a partnership between the BBC’s Writersroom which aims to uncover new and
emerging writing, directing and acting talent from the UK’s East and South East Asian diaspora
through a digital short film programme.
• Sound Women – the BBC is working in partnership with Sound Women to run a mentoring
scheme for 30 women working in radio. Sound Women works to raise the profile of women
in industry and to celebrate their achievements.
• Trans Media Action – a partnership project with Channel 4 and Trans Media Watch to
investigate ways to improve the portrayal of transgender people in the media. The project aims
to raise awareness and understanding about the reality of trans people’s lives and reflect on the
creative opportunities portrayal of trans people presents to broadcasters. The BBC has also
liaised with BBC Pride (the corporation’s internal LGBT staff network) on trans people. This
year we will develop employment policy on transgender and will re-examine monitoring of
gender reassignment.
• The BBC Trust’s Audiences and Performance Committee (APC) oversees the BBC’s work in
improving on-screen portrayal of diverse audiences. In May 2011 APC received an update from
the Trust Unit about the work within the BBC, including the new Diversity Strategy. In winter
2012 it will hear from the Controller of BBC One about his work to improve portrayal of diverse
audiences on the BBC’s most popular network.
Creative Diversity Network – BBC in a leading role
The BBC is well placed this year and next to go even further because of its role to chair the
Creative Diversity Network (CDN) until the end of 2012. The CDN is a partnership of the main
broadcasters and various other media companies in the UK working together to promote diversity
on and off air.

5 Diversity Portrayal Monitoring, Creative Diversity Network, 2009.
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The BBC has facilitated the development of a five-year strategy to drive the CDN’s focus which
includes addressing a broader range of diversity issues including age, gender, disability and ethnicity,
and delivering a greater diversity of talent on-screen and at senior management levels within
organisations that can directly influence creative direction.
In addition to work to commission research on portrayal of age, and managing the Senior Mentoring
Scheme (see also page 23) initiatives designed to make further headway include a programme of
events across the year to highlight the opportunities diversity offers the industry:
• launching the BBC as CDN Chair, 9 March 2011
• Making a Drama out of Diversity, 12 April 2011
• launching this year’s Senior Mentoring Scheme, 16 May 2011
• marking the CDN’s union with the Employer’s Forum on Disability’s Broadcasting and Creative
Industries Disability Network (BCIDN), 6 September 2011
• Fresh Voices: The Real Deal, 18 November 2011
• CDN Diversity Awards 2011 – the CDN’s annual awards ceremony on 6 December 2011
was the year’s biggest event highlighting and celebrating the best examples of diversity through
creativity broadcast in the last year, and shining the spotlight on individual contributions

1

2

1M
 ark Thompson, DirectorGeneral of the BBC, gives
the keynote address at the
CDN Diversity Awards on
6 December 2011 at the
BBC’s new Salford studios at
MediaCityUK.
2C
 DN event Making a Drama
out of Diversity in April 2011
where broadcasters and
programme makers debated
the creative opportunities for
diversity through drama.
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Objective 4
Build in accessibility from the start when developing new products and services, and ensuring
sustainable and ongoing accessibility
We know from our own experience that truly inclusive services make for better services for
everyone. They are also more cost-effective in the long-run. As a result, an important part of our
equality and diversity agenda is focused on greater access for disabled staff and disabled licence fee
payers – specifically addressing accessibility right from the start as set out in our equality objectives
on pages 36 and 37.
Accessing our broadcast services
We also know from past research with disabled people that the BBC has an excellent record on
providing access to our television services (subtitles, signing and audio description), and an accessible
website and on-demand service (BBC iPlayer). We understand that as a result expectations of new
BBC products and services are high and that people demand the same standard of access services
online as offline – not just as a consequence of our reputation but because we are publicly funded
through the licence fee.
The BBC is performing well against all targets set by Ofcom for providing access services. Regular
monitoring of access services performance throughout the year shows that we expect to meet, and
often significantly exceed, our commitments for 2011/12. The BBC’s performance for 2010/11 is set
out below:
Subtitling (100%)
BBC One
BBC Two
BBC Three
BBC Four
BBC HD
CBBC
CBeebies
BBC News

Signing (5%)
5.4%

99.8%

5.7%

99.9%

13.3%
26.0%

5.9%

99.9%

31.5%

1.4%

27.4%

100%

5.3%

100%

5.4%

99.9%

15.3%

5.5%

100%
91.4%

Audio description (12%)

5.1%

25.3%
18.0%
Exempt

Accessing our websites
We have clear standards and guidelines for online accessibility for both our internal and external
websites. These guidelines are available to our web developers and those responsible for writing any
content. We also provide specific training for our developers on building accessible online products
and services. Our guidelines can be found here.
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Making the switch to digital television inclusive
We have built up a good record on delivering a quality service to older and disabled people
through the Switchover Help Scheme. For instance, the BBC commissioned Direct Enquiries to
undertake an accessibility audit of the help scheme which led to a positive assessment and raised
some recommendations for even further improvements. Recent feedback has also led us to amend
our policy to make sure that the Smart Talk set-top box is available as part of the standard offer to
registered blind and visually impaired people.
Internal expertise promoting greater accessibility
Internally the BBC provides an Access Service which offers disabled employees and candidates an
end to end service undertaking access assessments, arranging any reasonable adjustments, and
assisting individuals to engage with Access to Work. The unit also provides facilitation support and
holds a stock of accessible equipment for loan. The Assistive Technology team work to ensure that
internal technology systems are easily accessible for BBC staff. The Accessibility and Usability Team
promote appropriate technology solutions to support the accessibility of BBC services to audiences.
Improving our record on access
However, we know that there is far more to do. An important step we have taken is to set up
BBC Access – a top level corporate forum designed to set the direction of policy and standards on
accessibility for disabled people across the BBC. The Chief Financial Officer is the BBC’s Disability
Equality Champion and leads BBC Access, supported by the Diversity Centre and reports in this
capacity to Diversity Board, chaired by the Director-General.
BBC Access has already invested in the development of a subtitling tool for internal use so that
subtitles can be added to audio-visual content quickly and easily. Leadership from this group will
help provide clarity, corporate ownership and communication of different facets of disability access
internally and externally including in relation to editorial policy and complaints, buildings and studios,
technology systems and services, access services for disabled staff and to our programmes.
The BBC is a gold member of the Employer’s Forum on Disability (EFD). We will participate in their
online benchmark next year, enabling us to measure our progress in this area as an organisation. We
were awarded silver status in 2009, improving on our previous score. We hope to make further
improvement again.
We will update existing advice and guidance on our responsibilities to be inclusive to disabled cast
and crew, contributors and audiences during early 2012. We are also reviewing our complaints
process. We receive over 250,000 complaints a year and the BBC Executive and the BBC Trust are
working together to look at how the process can be made faster, simpler and easier for licence fee
payers to use and understand.
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Objective 5
Advance equal opportunities to diversify and develop our workforce and our senior leaders so
that they better reflect our audience.
Our vision is to be the most creative organisation in the world. To achieve this we need to employ
unique and talented people from a range of different backgrounds. We believe that new ideas,
ground-breaking technology and programmes that push creative boundaries happen when you have
a diverse team of people who each contribute new and different ways of thinking. We also know
that people are at their most creative when they feel included and valued. That is why diversity is
one of our core values. It is at the heart of the Royal Charter and in the unique way we are funded.
We continually strive to be relevant to all our licence fee payers, reflecting different voices across the
UK, impartially and independently.
To do that well we need people who are as diverse as the audiences we serve. People who will
bring their talents and experiences to work in a way that enhances creativity and helps us connect
with our audiences.
Meeting our commitments through action
Since publishing our Everyone Has a Story: Diversity Strategy in May 2011, we have been working hard
to meet our commitments and make progress against our workforce strategic equality and diversity
objective. Highlighted below is just a handful of the huge amount of activity that has been going on
both corporately and within BBC divisions to make the BBC a more attractive, diverse and inclusive
place to work.

2

1O
 ur new interactive online
module on diversity, designed
for all staff, highlights the
diversity of our audience, our
output and our workforce,
and highlights the potential
for unconscious bias offering
tools to help identify and
tackle their own bias.

1

2T
 he BBC exceeds its targets
to provide broadcast access
services to disabled viewers
and listeners.
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Creative Diversity Network: Senior Mentoring Scheme
A key focus for the CDN is addressing the level of underrepresentation of different groups within
the media and the broadcast industry in particular, on the basis that a greater diversity at all levels
within those organisations would have a visible impact on the programming they produce. The
Senior Mentoring Scheme (SMS) is aimed at talented BME and disabled aspiring professionals in the
industry. Participants are teamed up with a mentor who can provide inspiration and guidance. They
also have access to a suite of training opportunities provided by the BBC’s Academy and Skillset to
assist their development further. 21% of the 32 participants are disabled people and the remainder
are from a BME background.
BBC careers
Re-invigorating our career proposition, we launched a new careers website in May 2011. The
website is AAA accessible and is the main entry point for potential candidates to search and apply
for vacancies, placements and schemes at the BBC. It provides a wealth of information on a full
range of production and professional careers and de-mystifies access to the BBC and wider media
industry. Diversity and inclusion were at the heart of its development from the imagery, language,
content and the video subtitling.
Diversity: Out of the Box
An innovative and interactive online module launched in September 2011 that seeks to demonstrate
the potential in diversifying our content and workforce. As well as providing core information about
the requirements of the Equality Act 2010, it also highlights the views of an increasingly diverse
audience using vox pops and challenging quiz questions to reveal the diversity of our output and
workforce. The module delivers a scenario that highlights the potential for unconscious bias and
offers some tools to help support learners to identify and tackle their own biases.
Fair selection training: presenters
In response to the Employment Tribunal ruling in favour of Miriam O’Reilly’s claims of age
discrimination and victimisation we have developed a package of training on fair selection for
appointing presenters. The package includes a two hour face to face session currently being rolled
out across BBC Vision, BBC Audio & Music and BBC Journalism, and in development are guidance
notes and an online module. A total of 498 managers from across the BBC have been identified to
attend the face to face training. 350 managers have completed the training to date.
Women in Technology event
In September 2011, BBC North and BBC Future Media divisions held an event in collaboration with
Women in Technology to raise awareness of the opportunities for women in technical roles at the
BBC. The event was hosted in MediaCityUK in Salford and was attended by 55 women already in
the IT sector. One attendee has already been recruited from this event into a BBC technical role.
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Social mobility
In 2010/11 we confirmed our broad support for the recommendations set out in the Office of
Deputy Prime Minister’s Every Business Counts pledge and the Labour-led Fairness Pledge. Both
pledges seek commitment from employers on encouraging talented individuals from underprivileged backgrounds to join and flourish in their organisations.
We have continued to deliver on our social mobility commitments in 2011 through our targeted 2012
Work Experience and 2012 Apprenticeship Schemes. Contributing to our legacy for the 2012 Olympics,
these programmes (in their second year) are targeted towards individuals from lower socio-economic
groups from the six boroughs surrounding the Olympic Park. A range of apprenticeships are on offer
from TV, radio or online and this year the BBC is partnering with ITV and a number of independent
production companies who are providing shorter 3-6 month placements. ITV are also helping to
shape the training provided with a commercial module, providing the apprentices with a good all
round development in the media industry. A total of 90 people have been taken through the Work
Experience programme in 2011, 59% of which were from BME backgrounds.
Talent pools and corporate schemes
We run a series of projects targeted at addressing under represented sections of our audience in
our workforce. Extend and ManageAble offer talented disabled people short term paid placements
so that they can gain valuable BBC work experience at a variety of levels. This can then help
those who participate to secure further employment opportunities. In 2010/11 Extend offered 25
placements and since 2008 115 people have been on the scheme. A total of 67% of those have gone
on to further work in the BBC. ManageAble placements are aimed at increasing representation of
disabled leaders at grades 8-10. In 2011 two ManageAble placements have been offered both located
in our new MediaCityUK building in Salford.
1

2

1T
 he Journalism Trainee
Scheme was the CDN
News Award winner.
2A
 ttracting the very best
talent available is crucial to
widening the diversity of
our people which in turn
positively influences the
quality and diversity of
our content.
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The Journalism Trainee Scheme (JTS) and Journalism Talent Pool (JTP) particularly encourage applicants
from more diverse backgrounds. Each year, the JTS trains more journalists whom we hope to
employ and the JTP offers trained journalists opportunities with the BBC. Both routes are identifying
a more diverse profile of journalistic talent in terms of gender, ethnicity and social diversity with a
60.1% female and 37.4% BME representation across both routes. We are working to attract more
disabled journalists through these initiatives in the future. Recent successes for the JTS include a
short contract on the BBC News channel and posts including a multi-platform Broadcast Journalist,
a political researcher and a Broadcast Journalist in Glasgow. The JTS was the News Initiative award
winner at the Creative Diversity Network Diversity Awards.
BBC North Developing Talent is a project operating in BBC North where staff in BBC North
departments identify projects or programmes that would benefit from opening up to new, diverse
talent from the local area. The Developing Talent team then develops an event or creative challenge
that will help the department to identify the best talent for their particular project or programme,
and liaise with all of the relevant partner organisations to generate interest and applications from
the most diverse groups. The best talent from the search is offered the chance to complete a work
placement at the BBC. Since 2009, the project has engaged over 3,800 people and run 65 events
and challenges.
Measuring our diversity
We conduct diversity monitoring for our employees, asking them to voluntarily complete diversity
monitoring information when they join us. This provides a useful demographic picture of the
diversity within the BBC however we acknowledge that this picture is not complete. We are unable
to currently collect monitoring data for our freelancer, contract and casual staff who make up a
significant part of our workforce and the media sector overall. We are developing a system to
monitor the profile of staff on freelance and casual contracts. Once in place this will provide a more
detailed and accurate overall picture of workforce diversity at the BBC.
In July 2010, we reviewed and updated our employee diversity monitoring. We introduced new
monitoring categories for ethnicity (making them more in line with the Census 2011), introduced
sexual orientation and religion/belief categories and added prefer not to say options.

Internal communications
campaign using the BBC’s own
programme brand Who Do
You Think You Are? to promote
the internal census designed to
collect up to date information
on employee diversity.
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Our new ethnicity categories capture a broader range of ethnicity information including categories
such as Central and Eastern European, Gypsy, Traveller and Other White Background, meaning
we are better able to understand whether we are truly reflecting the diversity of the UK in our
workforce.
In January 2011, we amended our ethnicity reporting to provide a more detailed picture of the
diversity of ethnicity represented at the BBC. Our reporting now uses the following classifications:
Ethnic majority
• comprising of White English, British, Scottish and Welsh employees
Ethnic minority
• BME – comprising of Black, Mixed, Asian, Chinese and Middle/Near Eastern employees
• other white backgrounds – comprising of Irish, Central and Eastern European, Gypsy, Traveller,
and employees from other white backgrounds
To maintain a consistent approach to measuring performance against our ethnicity targets, we
continue to use only the BME classification to assess our progress.
In March 2011, we asked all our employees (excluding freelancer, contract and casual staff) to voluntarily
update their employee monitoring information by completing an internal survey. Branded as the BBC
Internal Census and delivered by Ipsos MORI it was launched at the same time as the national Census.
We used the well-known Who Do You Think You Are? programme logo and branding in our internal
communications and marketing materials to encourage employees to complete the survey.
54% of our employees completed the survey, in which we asked them to provide information on
their sexual orientation and religion or belief for the first time. Of those employees who responded,
less than 5% stated that they preferred not to tell us about their sexual orientation or religion/belief.
We fed back the headline findings to staff and helped to raise awareness of the BBC’s diversity by
making further use of the Who Do You Think You Are? logo and branding, issuing a poster and online
campaign in the summer of 2011.
Equal pay monitoring
The 2010/11 equal pay audit focused on gender in keeping with the 2008 and 2009 audits. The
purpose of the 2010/11 audit was to compare the BBC’s position between 2009 and 2010 to
ascertain if there had been any significant change.
There were 17,250 employees in scope, including senior managers and excluding the BBC Direction
Group. Initial findings showed that the overall percentage of female employees increased from 47%
to 48% of the total population in scope between 2009 and 2010/11.
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Within allocated job families and grades, the male median salary is higher than the female, especially
as you move to more senior roles where there are more male than female employees. However,
the majority of employees are paid within the recommended guidelines. Any salary variances outside
guidelines are usually for legitimate reasons such as longer serving staff that have special legacy
arrangements.
The BBC will continue to focus on and consider equal pay. Significant progress has been made but
there are many areas where more work needs to be done and it is essential that we continue to
manage, monitor and review equal pay on an annual basis.
European level activity
In 2011 the BBC took up the chair of the Gender Equality Working Group under the European
Commission Audio Visual Sector Social Dialogue Committee. The working group was established
to develop a Framework of Actions for gender equality in the industry across portrayal as well as
employment in decision-making roles. The Framework of Actions was formally adopted by the
wider Audio Visual Sector Social Dialogue Committee and the European Commission has published
the Framework on the Employment, Social Policy and Inclusion Directorate website. This work has
enabled the BBC to foster partnership working between organisations as well as across national
borders and will have longer term benefits for employees across the EU.
Staff engagement
The Executive acknowledges the importance of staff engagement in developing corporate and
divisional level activity and through wide scale organisational change. In late 2010 and early 2011, the
BBC consulted staff on the new Diversity Strategy for 2011-2015 to ensure that it was aligned with
staff expectations.
The BBC staff forums, (Black and Asian Forum, BBC Ability: Disabled Staff Forum and BBC Pride)
all of whom represent diverse voices in the BBC, play an important role in staff engagement activity.
As well as supporting their membership, they work closely with the BBC on policy development
and implementation and have regular access to members of the Executive Board to raise issues
and questions.
In 2011, the Diversity Centre initiated a mechanism for ongoing engagement with the joint unions,
together with diversity staff forums, enabling equality and diversity related discussions. Regular
meetings will commence in 2012, providing the opportunity to discuss pertinent issues arising out
of DQF as well as those relating to operational delivery.
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Throughout 2012 and as the plans under the DQF strategy develop and become implemented, a
range of staff engagement and consultation activity will be undertaken with staff generally as well as
via the staff forums. At the writing of this report, the BBC is extensively consulting staff on changes
to the Unpredictable Hours Allowances (UPA). It is intended that an engagement and consultative
approach will be used for other people related proposals under the strategy and these will help to
inform equality analyses (assessments of impact on diverse and under-represented groups).
Our employee profile
As a public sector broadcaster, funded by a unique licence fee payable by all parts of society, we are
committed to reflecting the diversity of the UK in our workforce. To help us measure our progress
towards this aim, we have workforce diversity targets for ethnicity and disability to be reached by
December 2012. These are:
• 12.5% for BME employees overall (actual: 12.3%, 30 September 2011)
• 7% for BME employees at senior manager grades (actual: 6.1%, 30 September 2011)
• 5.5% for disabled employees overall (actual: 3.7%, 30 September 2011)
• 4.5% for disabled employees at senior manager grades (actual: 3.2%, 30 September 2011)
We circulate updates on our progress against the workforce targets and employee diversity
generally on a monthly basis to HR teams and divisional Diversity Champions. Our diversity
monitoring information is invaluable in continuing to assess whether our policies, practices and
processes are barrier free for all our employees.

1
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1B
 BC Radio 1 Newsbeat
Presenter.
2A
 deep understanding of
our workforce on and off
air enables us to recognise
how we can widen further
its diversity.
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An in-depth view
Since amending our diversity monitoring categories to include sexual orientation and religion/belief
and conducting our Internal Census we now have a much wider perspective on the diversity of
our employees.
Age group
All employee age distribution

Senior manager age distribution

30 September 2011
Under 20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60+

Employee age data is formally collected for each employee during the employee contracting process.
For administrative purposes the BBC is required to know the birth date of every employee.
Employee age data is recorded separately from other diversity monitoring data as it is not based
on voluntary self-declaration.
The highest concentration of BBC employees is within the 30-39 age range, with 36% of employees
falling into this category. This pattern of concentration is replicated at a divisional level except in
relation to Audio & Music where the highest concentration (33.2%) of employees falls within the
40-49 category.
Senior manager age representation by comparison to BBC employees overall is slightly older with
the highest concentration (45.8%) within the 40-49 age range. Again this is consistent across all
divisions except BBC Vision and Audio & Music where the highest concentration of senior managers
is within the 50-59 age range (44.6% and 54.5% respectively).
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Disability
All employees

Senior managers

30 September 2011
Disabled
Not disabled

Since February 2011, the total number of employees who have declared they are disabled has fallen
from 963 to 803 employees. Overall disabled employee representation has therefore fallen from
4.2% to 3.7% in the seven months to September 2011. Representation is 1.8% below the December
2012 all staff disability target. This represents a concerning trend that will need to be monitored
carefully during the period of significant organisational change because of the DQF Strategy.
Possible contributing factors will be explored fully during 2012. However, it is worth noting here
that this decline in representation has resulted in part from the BBC Internal Census conducted in
March 2011 when employees were asked to update their diversity monitoring information including
whether or not they considered themselves to be disabled (see page 25 above). The Internal Census
was conducted during a time of uncertainty for BBC employees and although 165 employees
declared they were disabled for the first time, 275 employees who had previously declared they
were disabled subsequently declared they were not.
We recognise that organisational uncertainty may have had an impact on employee declaration
rates, leading to some disabled employees declaring they no longer considered themselves to be
disabled. However, there are other likely contributing factors. Some employees may for example
have fluctuating conditions including ill health, that at the time of the Census were in remission.
We will be working with disabled staff and external stakeholders in 2012 to try to understand the
possible reasons for the decline in disabled employee numbers and will use information gathered to
inform actions aimed at tackling this trend.
Despite these challenges, the BBC compares favourably with the wider media industry where the
percentage of disabled employee representation stands at 2.3% (Broadcast Equality & Training
Regulator (BETR) Equal Opportunities Report 2010).
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Disabled employee representation also remains concentrated at lower grades with 63.6% employed
at grades 2-7, though the Census actually shows improved disabled employee representation at
senior manager grades with an increase of 0.1% since February 2011 to 3.2% as at 30 September
2011. This increase is encouraging during a time of significant senior manager reductions;
however, it still represents a 1.3% gap in achieving our senior manager disability target of 4.5% by
December 2012.
Ethnicity
All employee self-declared
ethnicity distribution

Senior manager self-declared
ethnicity distribution

30 September 2011
Majority
BME
Other white
background

As outlined in the Monitoring section above, BME employees representation is assessed based on
employee self declaration through our diversity monitoring processes.
As at 30 September 2011, the percentage of BBC employees declaring they were from a BME
background is 12.3%, an increase of 0.1% since February 2011. During the seven months to
September 2011, BME representation has fluctuated considerably, with a high of 12.6% being
reported in May 2011. Overall, the total number of declared BME employees has fallen from 2,721
in February 2011 to 2,592 in September 2011.
BME employees continue to be proportionally more likely to hold a fixed term contract than the
majority population. 13.2% of BME employees hold a fixed term contract of less than one year. This
compares to 11.7% of the majority population.
BME employees are also proportionally concentrated at more junior grades with 64% employed
at grades 2-7 and only 1.7% employed at senior manager grades. This compares to 56.9% and 3.7%
respectively for the majority population. Across the industry just 10% of staff are from a BME
background (BETR Equal Opportunities Report 2010).
Senior manager representation has also increased in the last seven months and stands at 6.1% on
30 September 2011. This represents a 0.4% increase from 5.7% in February 2011, but remains 0.9%
below the senior manager target of 7% by December 2012.
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Gender
All employees

Senior managers

30 September 2011
Female
Male

Gender data is collected for each employee during the recruitment process. For administrative
purposes the BBC is required to know the gender of every employee, therefore the above gender
data breakdown is based on all BBC employees.
The overall ratio of men to women in the BBC remains at 51:49 in September 2011, with women
continuing to represent almost exactly half the BBC employee workforce. Over the last seven
months, overall the number of women employed by the BBC has fallen by 455 employees from
11,590 in March 2010 to 11,135 in September 2011. The number of men also fell during this period by
417 employees from 12,026 to 11,609, however male representation overall rose by 0.1% to 51%.
Women continue to be particularly under-represented in technical divisions such as Future Media
and Studios and Post Production, by comparison women have over 60% representation in both
the BBC Trust and BBC Vision. In the wider media industry, female representation as a whole
has risen by 0.2% to 44% (BETR Equal Opportunities Report 2010).
Although men continue to outnumber women at the BBC, women continue to outnumber male
joiners and still tend to be proportionally more concentrated at the junior grades, with 60.2% of
women working within grades 2-7 by comparison to 52.8% of men.
Female representation at Senior Management (SM) level has also risen in the last seven months from
35.7% in February 2010 to 36.5% in September 2011. The BBC is proud of its Board level gender
representation. As at 1 January 2012, 50% of BBC Trustees and 42% of BBC Executive Board are
female, this compares to 26% of the wider media industry (BETR Equal Opportunities Report 2010)
and a representation of just 12.5% of FTSE 100 Boards (Women on Boards, February 2011).
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Giving our account/continued

Religion/belief
Religion/belief distribution

30 September 2011
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The BBC has been gathering religion/belief data for new joiners since July 2010. In order to boost the
accuracy of the information held, in March 2011 we conducted an internal census asking employees
to tell us their religion/belief. The census added significantly to the number of employees for whom
religion or belief information was known.
Just over 50% of employees have declared their religion/belief to the BBC. Current known
representation indicates that Christian employees make up 22% of our declaring employees and
28.5% of SM population. Christian employees are the highest represented group, with those with
no religion/belief and Atheist employees second and third respectively. It is worth noting however,
that 45% of employee religion/belief remains unknown, therefore the data provided is an indication
only of likely religion/belief representation at the BBC.
The 2011 ONS Integrated Household Survey estimated that 68.5% of the Great British population
were Christian and that nearly one quarter had no religion or belief. Additionally, those of Muslim
faith are estimated to represent 4.4% of the population.
The monitoring data we collect on religion/belief of our employees is used to help understand
whether our employment processes and practices have an impact on employees with different
religion/beliefs. One such example is during staff and departmental restructuring and/or
reorganisation processes where the data is used to identify any potential impact on staff of
different religion/beliefs.
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Giving our account/continued

Sexual orientation
Sexual orientation distribution

30 September 2011
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In line with the gathering and reporting of religion/belief data, we have been gathering sexual
orientation data for new joiners since July 2010 and used the internal census to ask employees
to tell us their sexual orientation.
Again, just over 50% of employees have declared their sexual orientation to the BBC and current
known representation indicates that heterosexual/straight employees makeup 48.6% of our
declaring employees and 55.4% of our senior managers. The second highest represented group
are gay men who account for 2.4% of employees and 4% of senior managers. It is worth noting
however, that 45% of employee sexual orientation remains unknown, therefore the data provided is
an indication only of likely sexual orientation representation at the BBC.
There are no agreed statistics on the percentage representation of different sexual orientations
within the UK population. While the Department of Trade and Industry estimated lesbian, gay and
bi-sexual people represented up to 6% of the UK population, the 2011 ONS Integrated Household
Survey estimated that 1.5% of UK adults were lesbian, gay or bi-sexual. That said, 4% of respondents
to the survey declined to answer the sexual orientation question.
The monitoring data we collect on sexual orientation of our employees is used to help understand
whether our employment processes and practices have an impact on employees with different
sexual orientation. One such example is during staff and departmental restructuring and/or
reorganisation processes where the data is used to identify any potential impact on staff of different
sexual orientations.
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Broadcasting our story on diversity

Taking the BBC’s story on diversity far and wide is as important as the successes we achieve. It is
crucial that both our staff and our audiences know that we value diversity, understand why it is
important to the BBC, and what steps the corporation is taking to improve its record.
Internally and externally we have highlighted key moments in the calendar. For example, we
celebrated the centenary of International Women’s Day with an exhibition highlighting the
contribution made by 43 women during the BBC’s history. We marked LGBT History Month for
the first time in February with a screening of Christopher and His Kind. We also broadcast content
touching on themes linked to Black History Month and the International Day of Disabled People.
Internally, publicity campaigns have promoted important diversity related work. Using the BBC’s
Who Do You Think You Are? programme brand, we promoted our Internal Census designed to
improve our data on the diversity of our staff. We have also promoted Diversity: Out of the Box,
the BBC’s new lively, engaging and programme-focused e-learning course on diversity. All these
campaigns have featured promotion online using the front page of our intranet site Gateway,
features in our internal newspaper Ariel and posters in our buildings across our estate.
The BBC supports three independently run staff networks – BBC Ability: Disabled Staff Forum,
BBC Black and Asian Forum (BBAF), and BBC Pride. Between them they have hosted a series of
events throughout the year open to all BBC staff. BBC Ability’s most recent event offered a safe
space for discussion titled Everything You Wanted to Ask About Disability But Were Afraid to Ask. BBAF
have run seminars with inspirational speakers including one focused on Personal Power, Resilience and
Branding. BBC Pride’s last panel discussion raised the question Could an Out Lesbian Ever be the BBC
Director-General?
A key objective of the Creative Diversity Network (CDN) is to highlight best practice and promote
understanding of the creative benefits of diversity. The CDN’s events programme has included a
panel discussion looking at diversity in drama, a scriptwriters session and a retrospective of successes
and ongoing challenges relating to the portrayal of disability.
Building the profile of our story on diversity both inside and outside the BBC remains a key focus
and we are keen to tell our story to a much wider audience. In the meantime visit here to find out
more about our work to date.
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BBC equality objectives
January 2011-December 2013
The BBC’s Everyone Has a Story: Diversity Strategy 2011-2015 details five priorities described as ‘strategic
equality and diversity objectives’ and set until 2015. These reflect the corporation’s diversity related
priorities across the organisation and are listed in the column on the far left in the table below.
Here we also introduce a further set of objectives which are designed to be more focused and that
also respond to the specific duty to set equality objectives which are specific and measurable (listed
in the second column from the right below). The objectives in the grey boxes relate to our Diversity
Strategy and are not presented as equality objectives under the specific duties.
Strategic
equality and
diversity
objective
Achieve systematic
and consistent
consideration
of equality and
diversity within
BBC planning and
review processes,
and meet our
public purposes
and duties

Equality information used

Internal review of divisional
accountability for diversity revealed
only two thirds of quarterly updates
against Diversity Action Plans were
submitted on time. Policy decision by
Diversity Board made in September
2011 to appoint divisional board level
accountable leads for the division
Initial assessment of information
from the DQF team including
emerging proposals, February 2011
Internal equality and diversity
review across strategic contract
management, April 2011
Review of management equality
and diversity competency in 2011
highlighted a significant gap in
awareness and understanding
Connect with our Creative Diversity Network (CDN)
audiences, including snapshot portrayal analysis (2010)
our underserved
audiences, using
different methods Relevant Equality Analysis
to inform the
quality and
direction of our
Relevant Equality Analysis
content
Trust GAP Decision

Specific and measurable
equality objective

Timeline

Nominate named divisional leaders
responsible for diversity are responsible
for delivering against priorities and
reporting progress at an organisational
level

December
2012

Undertake equality analyses of all
relevant proposals under the DQF
strategy and act on the findings
Undertake equality analysis of all relevant
procurement at strategic contracts level

December
2012

Deliver training on equality, diversity
and inclusion for key project and
procurement managers

December
2012

Conduct and publish pan-industry
audience research on portrayal of age
and lead the industry on responding to
the findings
Improve audience appreciation surveys
so that we can monitor the views of
disabled people
Update the Production Handbook
to improve access to the complaints
process

March 2012

December
2012

December
2013
December
2012
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BBC equality objectives/continued

Equality information used
Strategic
equality and
diversity
objective
Deliver high quality BBC Consultation on the Portrayal
of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual People
programming
which reflects
modern Britain
accurately and
authentically

Specific and measurable
equality objective

Work in partnership with Channel 4
and Trans Media Watch to develop
an awareness programme for
commissioners, programme makers and
journalists
Deliver a package of fair selection
training for on-air presenters and
contributors to 498 managers
CDN Strategy (published September As chair of the CDN make progress
2011) and consultation with diverse against its five strategic priorities
industry reps
BBC Access to evaluate, clarify, publish
Build in accessibility Internal Review of access related
policy led to a decision by Diversity and communicate policy on disability
from the start
Board in December to commission a access
when developing
pan-BBC policy on access
new products
and services,
Feedback from BBC staff regarding Work with BBC Access to set a KPI for
and ensuring
non-subtitled content
subtitling of new internal audio-visual
sustainable and
content
ongoing accessibility
All new internal IT systems and products
will build in accessibility from the start so
that they are accessible to disabled staff
All disabled staff relocating receive an
Data relating to employee profiles
access assessment and any reasonable
(and additional needs) of people
adjustments are in place before they
relocating
start

Timeline

December
2012

December
2012
December
2012
December
2012
December
2013
December
2012
December
2012
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BBC equality objectives/continued

Strategic
equality and
diversity
objective
Advance equal
opportunities
to diversity and
develop our
workforce and
out senior leaders
so that they
better reflect our
audience

Equality information used

Employee diversity monitoring data

Specific and measurable
equality objective

Achieve workforce diversity targets:
• 7% of senior managers from a BME
background
• 4.5% of senior managers to be
disabled people
• 12.5% of staff from a BME
background
• 5.5% of staff to be disabled people
Equality analysis of DQF
Undertake equality analyses of
employment related proposals under the
DQF strategy and act on the findings
25% of staff to complete the online
course: Diversity: Out of the Box
At least 75% of staff at grade 10 and
above to have an objective for the year
relating to diversity
Previous performance and feedback Make the top 100 of SWEI
against the Stonewall’s Workplace
Equality Index (SWEI)
Employee diversity monitoring data
Employee diversity monitoring data Work with divisions including Future
Media and Technology and Distribution
& Archive to improve the representation
of women in technical and engineering
roles
Develop new mechanisms to
Union and staff diversity forum
feedback regarding opportunities to engage staff in key employment and
organisational decision making
raise diversity concerns
Employee diversity monitoring data Put in place arrangements to monitor
the profile of staff on freelance and
casual contracts
In consultation with experts, trans staff
BBC Consultation on Portrayal of
and trans organisations, develop policy
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual People
on transgender and re-assess monitoring
Trans Media Action
gender reassignment

Timeline

December
2012

December
2012
December
2012
December
2012
December
2013
December
2013

December
2012
December
2012
December
2012
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Find out more about the BBC

Contacting the BBC

BBC Trust

If you want information or to know more
about how the BBC is run please visit
www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc. Here you
will also find a blog where senior staff and
experts regularly give an insider’s view of
what is happening at the BBC.

If you have any comments or questions about
the work of the BBC Trust you can contact it
direct by post, email, or telephone.

For tickets to shows, tours and events
please visit
www.bbc.co.uk/showsandtours.
If you have a comment, appreciation or
complaint about BBC programmes and services
please visit www.bbc.co.uk/feedback.
Or write to BBC Audience Services,
PO Box 1922, Darlington, DL3 0UR
Comment line tel: 03700 100 222*
Other queries tel: 03700 100 123*
Textphone 03700 100 212*
Lines are open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Credits
Photographs used are ©BBC or used under the terms
of the PACT agreement
E20, BBC Three

BBC Trust Unit
1st Floor
180 Great Portland Street
London W1W 5QZ
Email: trust.enquiries@bbc.co.uk
Telephone: BBC Information line
03700 103 100†*
Textphone: 03700 100 212*
Lines open Monday to Friday between 9.30am
and 5.30pm.
BBC Audience Councils
The Audience Councils in England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland, help the BBC
Trust to understand the needs and concerns
of audiences throughout the UK.
To contact the Audience Councils:
Audience Council England
Email: audiencecouncil.england@bbc.co.uk
Audience Council Scotland
Email: acs@bbc.co.uk
Audience Council Wales
Email: acw@bbc.co.uk
Audience Council Northern Ireland
Email: audiencecouncil.ni@bbc.co.uk

† Calls maybe recorded for training purposes.
* 0370 numbers are ‘UK wide’ and cost no more than calls
to 01 or 02 geographic numbers.
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